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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that, for a finite ergodic Markov chain, basic descriptive quantities, 
such as the stationary vector and mean first-passage matrix, may be calculated using 
any one of a class of fundamental matrices. New applications of the use of these 
operators are discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
The motivation for this paper is to generalize the concept of the funda- 
mental matrix of a finite ergodic Markov chain (see [4]). The approach will be 
to consider a class of linear equations, of which the Markov chain case is a 
subclass. It will be shown that one gains new insight into previous work on 
ergodic chains, and that the generalized operator has interesting new applica- 
tions. 
We assume that we are dealing with an ndimensional vector space, for 
some fixed n > 1. Unless otherwise indicated, in our formulas capital letters 
will denote n-by-n matrices, lowercase letters denote n-component column 
vectors, and Greek letters denote n-component row vectors. 
A CLASS OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
A standard approach to the computation of key quantities for finite 
Markov chains is to compare the value of an unknown quantity x with its 
expected value after one step. This leads to an equation of the form 
x=Px+f, (1) 
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where P is the transition matrix and the components of f are known 
quantities. Let us write this class of equations in a standard form: 
(z-P)x=f. (2) 
We wish to consider equations of this form in general, using the special case 
of Markov chains only as motivation. It is well known that the nature of the 
solutions of (2) is determined by studying the homogeneous equation 
(I-P)x=O. (3) 
If this equation has only the solution x=0, then (2) has a unique solution: if 
there is a nonzero solution of (3), then (2) has either no solution or infinitely 
many solutions, depending on the nature of f. 
The case where (3) has only the trivial solution is the easy case. Then Z-P 
is nonsingular, and the solution of (2) is r=(Z- P)-‘f. This is the case for a 
finite transient (absorbing) Markov chain, where P is the transition matrix 
restricted to transient states. Therefore, the computation of basic quantities 
for such chains is simple (see [4], Chapter 3). 
The case we wish to consider is one in which Z-P is singular. Specifically, 
we shall assume that it has a one-dimensional kernel. (This is always the case 
for finite ergodic chains.) 
ASSUMPTION. The homogeneous equation (3) has a nonzero solution 
x=h, and every solution of (3) is a multiple of h. 
It should be noted that h is a fixed point of the transformation P, i.e., 
Ph=h. From linear algebra we know that there is also a fixed point of P 
acting on row vectors, aP= a. From now on we shall use h and (Y for these 
fixed points. It should be remembered that they are determined only up to a 
constant multiple. In the case of an ergodic chain, h may be chosen as the 
vector all of whose components are 1, and a as the all-positive probability 
vector of limiting probabilities. 
We shall next demonstrate that there is a simple modification of the 
matrix Z-P which is nonsingular, and which may be used to solve (2). The 
modification allows us to choose row and column vectors j3 and g almost 
arbitrarily, giving a great deal of flexibility to the generalization. The reader 
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should keep in mind that while the product /3g is a number, the product g/3 is 
an n-by-n matrix. 
THEOREM 1. Let p and g be any two vectors such that /3h and ag are 
nonzero. Then the inverse 
Z=(z--P+gp)-l (4) 
exists. 
Proof. Suppose that 
(I-P+gP)x=O. (5) 
Then 
x=Px-g@x). (6) 
We multiply the equation by (Y, and use the fact that aP=a. This yields 
(cug)(px)=O. But cxg#O; hence /3x=0. Thus (6) reduces to r=Px. By our 
Assumption, x=ch, where c is a constant. Then 0=/3x=c(/!lh), and /3h#O; 
hence c=O. Thus (5) has only the solution x=0, and hence the matrix is 
nonsingular. n 
Let us next derive some properties of 2. From (4) 
Z(Z--PfgP)=Z. (7) 
if we multiply this equation on the right by h, and use Ph= h, we obtain 
(Zg)(Ph)=h, or 
Zg= &h, (8) 
In exactly the same manner, using that Z is a right inverse, we obtain 
pz= -&a. 
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Thus from Z we can obtain the fixed points h and (Y. Substituting (8) into (7), 
we find that 
Z(Z--P)=Z- &h/3, 
and dually, 
(I--P)Z=Z- -$a. 
(10) 
(11) 
We are now ready to demonstrate the usefulness of Z in solving the 
equation (2). 
THEOREM 2. The equation (2) has a solution if and only if af=O. Zf a 
solution exists, one may specify the value of j?x arbitrarily, say px=c (c a 
constant), and one obtains the unique solution 
x=Zf+ +h. 02) 
Proof. Multiplying (2) by cx shows that af=O is a consequence; hence 
this is a necessary condition for the existence of a solution. Let us next 
multiply (2) by Z and make use of (10). We obtain 
x- +h(Bx)=Zf. 
And if we impose the condition px=c, then we 
possible solution. Conversely, if we substitute (12) 
see that (12) is the only 
into (2) and use (ll), we 
find that x satisfies the equation. (Recall that af=O and Ph= h.) And if we 
multiply (12) by p and use (9), we verify that the solution also satisfies the 
condition px=c. n 
We have thus shown both the necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of a solution and precisely how much additional may be required of 
a solution. Since /3 may be any row vector such that /3h # 0, we have a very 
flexible tool. And the choice of /3 in Z is naturally determined by the nature of 
the side condition px=c. 
There is a dual result which shows the role of g. Its proof exactly parallels 
the proof of Theorem 2: 
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THEOREM 3. The equation 
<(Z-P)=+ 
has a solution if and only if +h=O. Zf a solution exists, one may specify the 
value .$g arbitrarily, say [g=c, and one obtains the unique solution 
t=qJz+ %x. % 
A SPECIAL CASE 
Assume that ah #O. Then we may choose them so that ah = 1. Let p=a 
and g= h. All our conditions are met, and /?h = tug= 1. For an ergodic Markov 
chain the resulting operator 
Z*=(Z-P+ha)-‘, ah=l, (15) 
is called the “fundamental matrix.” For it (8) and (9) take the simple form 
Z*h=h and LYZ*=(Y, (16) 
and (12) and (14) take the forms 
x= Z*f+ch if af=O and (YX=C. (17) 
.$=~z*+ca if +h=O and th=c. (18) 
We shall next show that any Z may be expressed in terms of Z*, and 
conversely. It will be convenient to introduce the constants 
c,=pZ*g+l, c,=cuZh+l. 
From (lo), 
Z(Z-P+he)=Z-c,hp+(Zh)cu; 
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(19) 
Similarly, 
Z*(z-P+gp)=z-ha+(Z*g)/3, 
z*=z-h(aZ)+c,(Z*g)a. 
Substituting (20) into (19), 
h[cXZ+cJ?Z*] =[z/z+c,z*g] (Y. 
(20) 
(21) 
Multiplying on the right by g, 
c2c3h= ;Zh+Z*g. 
We solve this for Zh and substitute in (19): 
Z=Z*-c2h(PZ*)-c1(Z*g)a+c1c2c3ha. (22) 
This expresses Z in terms of Z*. If we multiply (21) by h and solve for Z*g, 
we have from (20) 
Z*=Z-h(aZ)-(Zh)a+c,ha, (W 
which expresses Z* in terms of Z. Computing aZh from (22), we obtain a 
useful identity: 
c, = cicscs. (24) 
A numerical example may be helpful at this stage: 
_:), h=( _;), a=(%l). 
This satisfies all our conditions, including ah= 1. We find that Z* is the 
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identity matrix. (This will always be the case when P=ha.) Suppose that we 
choose 
Then 
z= 4 1 3 
i 1 -1 0’ 
and the previous results are easily verified. We wish to solve the equation 
Wb=( _;). 
Since af=O, it does have solutions. We may specify pr, i.e., the first 
component of x. If we require /3X=3, 
which satisfies all our requirements. 
It should be pointed out that, while Z* always exists for an ergodic chain, 
there are cases where Theorem 1 applies but Z* does not exist. A simple 
example will illustrate this: let 
a=(l,O), 
All the assumptions of the first section are met, and hence the matrices (4) 
exist and have the stated properties. But, since ah=O, Z* is not one of them. 
Indeed, I- Pt ha = 0, and certainly does not have an inverse. This shows that 
the method of this paper provides not only added flexibility but also wider 
applicability than Z*. 
ERGODIC CHAINS 
A finite Markov chain is ergodic if from any state it is possible to reach 
every other state. If P is the transition matrix of such a chain, and h is the 
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constant vector (all components equal to l), then the Assumption of this 
paper is always satisfied. Such a Markov chain has an equilibrium, i.e., a 
probability vector (Y such that (YP=(Y. And LY is strictly positive. Thus there are 
natural fixed points h and (Y, and ah= 1. 
The matrix Z* of the previous section is called the fundamental matrix of 
the ergodic chain, and it can be shown that the various interesting probabilis- 
tic quantities can be computed in terms of (Y and Z*. In particular, Eqs. (16), 
(17) and (18) are well known results about finite ergodic chains (See [4].) 
Two other important results are that the mean time to return to a state j is 
mi = l/$ (25) 
and the mean time to go from i to i (mean first-passage time) is 
To have a numerical illustration available, we introduce the weather in the 
Land of Oz (see [3]): 
P= 
1 
z*=E 
86 3 -14 
6 63 6 
-14 3 86 
h= 
M= 
This treatment of finite ergodic chains has never seemed as satisfactory as the 
treatment of finite transient chains. For the latter (I-Q)-’ is the natural 
fundamental matrix, where Q represents transitions from transient state to 
transient state, and all quantities can be expressed in terms of it. For ergodic 
chains Z* appears somewhat arbitrary. It also suffers from the difficulty that 
one must compute a (solving n equations) before one can compute Z*. 
Various alternatives to this matrix have since appeared in the literature, (see 
Meyer [7, 81). 
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We now know that Z* is only one of an infinite number of possible 
choices for the fundamental matrix. One may choose any 2, the only 
restrictions are that arg and /3h should not be 0. Thus 8 may be any vector 
such that the sum of the components is not zero, and if g is chosen as a 
nonnegative and nonzero vector, then cxg#O-irrespective of what cy may be. 
Let us propose a new approach to the treatment of finite ergodic chains. 
Let 
Z, =(I-P+hp)-‘, ,Bh=l. (27) 
That is, we let g= h, and p be any vector with 
guarantees its existence. Then, from (8) and (9), 
row sum 1. Theorem 1 
Z@h=h and /3Z, =(Y. (28) 
Thus we may find (Y from the fundamental matrix rather than having to find (Y 
first. Other quantities are determined from an equation of the form (1) with 
(~f=0; we know from Theorem 2 that we may impose the additional 
condition px=c and obtain the unique solution 
x=Z,f+ch. (29) 
How are the mean first-passage times expressed in terms of the gener- 
alized fundamental matrix? Instead of retracing the derivation of the matrix 
M, we use (23) to translate the formula (26): 
And since h is a constant vector, hi -hi = 0: 
Mii = 
zii - zii 
~ -(Zh)i+(Zh)i. 
ai 
If we use as Z a Zg, then (28) shows that the last two terms cancel. Thus the 
simple formula (26) holds for any Z8 in place of Z*. 
This can be seen more simply if we express Z, in terms of Z*. From (22), 
using g=h, /3h=ah=l, and (16), 
Za =Z*-h@Z*-a). (31) 
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For the Oz example, if we select p= (i, 0, i), then 
16 
m Q 
z,= is -T 0 1 6. 5 g 
It is easy to verify that ZBh= h and PZ, =(Y, and that M is given by (26) 
using Zg in place of Z *. We can also verify (31) by direct computation. 
Thus any Zp is a suitable fundamental matrix, and it can be computed 
without knowing (Y. 
APPLICATIONS 
Consider a Markov chain that has the property that when it moves away 
from a state i, it moves to any other state with the same probability pi. For 
example, Oz has this property with pi =p, = f and p, = 4. If we choose 
gi =p, and pi = 1, then I- P+g/3 is the diagonal matrix with entries npi. Thus 
Z is diagonal matrix with Zii = l/(npi). From (9) we know that (Y is 
proportional to PZ. Therefore, 
and from (30), 
(33) 
For Oz, Z,l/p,=lO. Thus, for example oi=+=E and M,,=$(lO-2+4) 
=4. 
Next we consider the method used in [6] to compute (Y. The “recipe” is to 
replace the last column of Z-P by ones and invert; then a is the last row of 
the inverse. This corresponds to choosing gi = 1 -(I- P)i, and /I = (0,. . ,O, 1). 
The inverse in question is the Z corresponding to this choice of g and j3, and 
tug= 1. Hence from (9), (Y=/?Z, which is the last row of Z. Meyer [7] showed 
that this matrix could be used as a fundamental matrix in place of Z*. 
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A third interesting choice for g and p is the following. We choose as p the 
first row of P, and g, = 1 while the other components of g are 0. Then 2 has 
the form 
z= 
‘1 0 0 ... 0 
1 :I- ‘N ; 
where ‘N is the fundamental matrix of the transient chain obtained by 
making state 1 absorbing. The interpretation of ‘yi is the mean number of 
times a process started in i steps into i before absorption. Here Lyg=or, and 
hence (9) shows that o=or(pZ). For the first component this is an identity, 
but for jf 1 we obtain the identity 
Also for i # 1 
(Zh),=l+ ~rNi=l+M,,; 
hence from (30) 
‘N.. - ‘Nii 
M,, = ” 
5 
+fj, +Mil. 
This result is correct also when i or i is 1, if we let (as usual) ‘Nii = 0 if i or j is 
1, and Ml1 =O. Since we could have used in place of 1 a general state k, we 
obtain the interesting identity 
Mii = 
kNii - kNii 
ai 
-Mik +Mik. 
Multiplying by cyi and summing on i we obtain, using M,, =Zi kNii, 
~MMiiai=~kA$i-(aM)k. (36) 
i i 
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Since i does not occur on the right side, the left side is a constant (indepen- 
dent of i). Similarly the right side is independent of k. We have previously 
urged readers to try to find a probabilistic interpretation for this constant, but 
so far none has been found. Still another expression for this constant may be 
found from (30): 
const = x Mipi = 2 Zij -aZh. 
i i 
(37) 
This result was previously known for the special case Z = Z*, for which 
aZh= 1, but it holds for all our Z ‘s. For Oz the constant is $$, as can be 
computed from either Z* or Zg. 
Our final application is to the Markov-process version of classical potential 
theory. Such a theory exists for both functions and measures (column and row 
vectors in the finite case). A charge is a function f of total integral 0 (i.e., 
af=O) or a measure of total measure 0 (i.e., +h=O). Potentials satisfy a 
certain averaging property- they are solutions of (2) or (13), respectively. We 
know that there always are such potentials for any charge, from Theorems 2 
and 3, and that uniqueness requires an additional condition. The usual 
conditions imposed have been (YX=O and [h=O. Hence Z* is suitable as a 
potential operator for both functions and measures, and x=Z*f, .$=+Z*. 
We can generalize this theory by imposing different boundary conditions 
on the potentials. If we require that px=O and [g=O, then the potential 
operator is the Z determined by g and /3, and x=Zf, [=$Z. 
These generalized potentials have an amusing nonprobabilistic applica- 
tion. Consider n teams involved in a tournament. We wish to measure the 
relative strengths of the teams even though not every team has played every 
other team. Let sii =number of points by which team i beat team i (a 
negative number if i won). We wish to assign point ratings to teams, xi. 
Ideally one wishes that 
Sii =xi -xi (38) 
for every game. But this is too much to expect; teams have “good days” and 
“bad days”. What we will require is that for each team i, the sum of the 
differences sii -(xi -xi) be zero. If team i has played ti games, this means 
that 
(39) 
where the sum is taken over all the opponents i has played. Let us introduce 
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the matrix P defined to have Pii = l/ti if i has played j, and 0 otherwise, and 
the vector fwith fi =(l/ti)Bis,i. Then (39) takes on the form (1). The matrix 
P is nonnegative and has the constant vector h as fixed point, but is it 
ergodic? This will be the case if every team either has played any other team 
or has played teams that played teams (etc.) that have played that team. 
Clearly, without such a connection meaningful ratings are not possible. 
The vector (Y is defined by (Y~ = ti /t, where t = Zti, and (Y f is the average 
of the sii, which is 0, since sii = -sii. Thus a solution of (39) exists. We know 
that an extra condition may be imposed, which is not surprising, since in (38) 
only the differences of the ratings matter. We might decide to give one team 
rating 0, and rate all other teams relative to it. This would be achieved by 
choosing a p with 1 in that component and 0 otherwise. Or we might make 
the sum of the ratings equal to zero, choosing pi = l/n. In either case we 
have px=O as our condition and compute Zp; the ratings are then given by 
x = Zsf. It is worth noting that the condition ox = 0 would be quite unnatural. 
HISTORICAL NOTES 
The matrix Z* was introduced in [4] and has been widely used. Various 
alternatives have also been proposed. Hunter showed [2] that Z* is a 
“generalized inverse” of Z-P, in the sense that 
(I-p)z*(z-P)=Z-P. (40) 
He also extended the use of the fundamental matrix to Markov renewal 
processes. 
It should be pointed out that all the matrices (4) are generalized inverses 
of Z-P, as follows immediately from either (10) or (11). 
The paper [9] compares alternative methods for calculating the vector (Y 
on a computer. The recommended method that emerges from this work is one 
of the Z, matrices, with p chosen as a row of P, and (Y calculated as in (28). 
[Cf. the remark following (28).] 
Campbell and Meyer [l] show that Z-P has a group inverse (Z-P)* for 
any Markov chain P, and that it can be used to calculate key quantities. For a 
regular chain, (Z-P)“= Z* -ha. Thus the group inverse is very close to Z* ; 
indeed, on the range of Z-P they are the same invertible operator. Thus they 
are equivalent as potential operators. The similarity is not so great to the Z,‘s. 
The range of Z-P is the set {x ] a[x=O}. A Z,, P#a, maps this set onto the 
set {r ] px= 0). That is why these matrices are new potential operators and 
provide greater flexibility. 
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For a treatment of potential theory for Markov chains the reader is 
referred to [5]. 
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